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To study the nonlinear vibration characteristics of submerged floating tunnel tether, the nonlinear vibration partial differential
equation of tether is set up, in which the inclination, sag, initial tension force, and length of tether are taken into account.
According to the linear vibration mode of tether, the partial differential equation is converted into ordinary differential equations
by Galerkin method and the nonlinear vibration equation of tether for the in-plane first four modes and the out-of-plane first four
modes are obtained.+e results show that the change of inclination results is in the change of sag.+e initial configuration of sag is
symmetric. +us, the sag only affects the damping ratio of the in-plane symmetric mode, namely, that of the first and the third
mode. +e sag has no effect on the second and forth order modes which are antisymmetric modes. +erefore, the sag is only
existed in plane and has no effect on the out-of-plane mode. +e first and the third in-plane modal damping ratios of tether are in
direct proportion to their inclination, whereas in inverse proportion to their sag. +e first modal damping ratio of tether (both in-
plane and out-of-plane) is in direct proportion to its length, whereas in inverse proportion to its initial tension.

1. Introduction

Submerged floating tunnel (also known as Archimedes
bridge) is a new type of structure, which can span different
types of waters, such as bays, rivers, straits, and lakes. [1]. It is
different from any other tunnel engineering in the past and
has a unique anchorage system. While improving the traffic
condition, the impact of submerged floating tunnel on the
surrounding environment is very limited, which will not
damage the natural landscape of the construction site and
affect the ground traffic (while improving traffic conditions,
the submerged floating tunnel will have a very limited
impact on the surrounding environment and will not
damage the natural landscape [2] of the site or affect surface
traffic).

Tethers are the most important components of sub-
merged floating tunnels. +ey keep the structure stable
against various environment loads such as wave, current,
and earthquake. Submerged floating tunnel tethers are light,
very flexible, and lightly damped, which make them par-
ticularly prone to vibrate [3–5].

Vibration of tether was studied by many experts and
scholars. Ge et al. [6] investigated the effect of tunnel surge
motion on the dynamic response of a tether by considering
the forcing and parametric excitations. Chen et al. [7], taking
submerged floating tether as a beam subjected to tension, set
up vortex-induced oscillation equations of tether and dis-
cussed effects of tether’s obliquity, tension, and length on its
maximal dynamic shearing force and bending moments. Ge
et al. [8] investigated vortex-induced vibration of submerged
floating tunnel tube-tether coupled model. Considering
nonlinear coupling effect between the axial and transverse
vibrations of tether, the dynamic response model of sub-
merged floating tunnel was presented. Luo et al. [9], con-
sidering the nonlinear characteristics of submerged floating
tunnel tether and the lateral dynamic response of structure-
fluid interaction, established a nonlinear dynamic model
equation of tether and solved it by the secondary devel-
opment of finite element software. To solve the dynamic
response of submerged floating tunnel under current, Xiang
and Chao [10] studied the vortex-induced vibration and
parametric vibration of tube and tethers.
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+ere are also many works about uniform/nonuniform
risers in the linear and nonlinear ranges. Caruntu [11]
studied the primary resonance of single-mode forced un-
damped bending vibration of nonuniform sharp cantilevers
which are rectangular cross sections and had constant width
and convex parabolic thickness variation. Arefi and Zenkour
[12] studied thermoelectromechanical transient analysis of a
sandwich nanoplate. Guo and Yang [13] investigated free
longitudinal vibrations of nonuniform rods by a proposed
method, which results in a series solution. Arefi and Zenkour
[14] studied wave propagation analysis of a nanobeam made
of functionally graded magnetoelectroelastic materials with
rectangular cross-section rest on Visco-Pasternak’s foun-
dation. Lenci et al. [15] used the asymptotic development
method to obtain approximate analytical expressions for the
natural frequencies of nonuniform cables and beams. Arefi
and Zenkour [16] studied size-dependent free vibration
analysis of a sandwich nanoplate. Bambill et al. [17] used the
differential quadrature method and the domain decompo-
sition to carry out the free transverse vibration analysis of
nonuniform multispan rotating Timoshenko beams with
perfect and not perfect boundary conditions. Zenkour and
Arefi [18] developed the transient thermoelectromechanical
vibration and bending analysis of a functionally graded
piezoelectric nanosheet rest on Visco-Pasternak’s founda-
tion. Babilio [19] considered the dynamics of a simply
supported beam which is made of an axially functionally
graded material under axial time-dependent load. Arefi and
Zenkour [20] studied wave propagation analysis for a
functionally graded nanobeam with rectangular cross-sec-
tion resting on Visco-Pasternak’s foundation. Clementi et al.
[21] determined the frequency response curves of a non-
uniform beam undergoing nonlinear oscillations analytically
by the multiple time scale method, which provides ap-
proximate but accurate results. Arefi and Zenkour [22]
expressed magnetoelectrothermomechanical bending and
free vibration analysis of a sandwich microplate using strain
gradient theory. Babilio and Enrico [23] studied the non-
linear dynamics of beams under axial time-dependent
excitation.

In this paper, to study the nonlinear vibration charac-
teristics of submerged floating tunnel tether, the nonlinear
vibration partial differential equation of tether is set up, in
which the inclination, sag, initial tension force, and length of
tether are taken into account. According to linear vibration
mode of tether, the partial differential equation is converted
into ordinary differential equations by the Galerkin method
and the nonlinear vibration equation of tether for the in-
plane first four modes and the out-of-plane first four modes
are obtained.

2. Nonlinear Free Vibration Model of Tether

2.1. Vibration Equation. Figure 1 shows the nonlinear
analytical model proposed for the vibration analysis of
tether. Let Z � [x (s) y (s)]T denote the static configuration
of tether, s being a curvilinear abscissa. +e dynamic
configuration subjected to dynamic loading is described by
the displacement U � [u (z, t) v (z, t)]T measured from the

static equilibrium position. t is time and x, y, and z are
Cartesian coordinates, as shown in Figure 1.

+e governing differential equations of the tether motion
can be derived using the Hamilton principle [24]:

δ
t2

t1


L

0
(Q − V)dsdt + 

t2

t1


L

0
δWdsdt � 0, (1)

in which δ is the symbol for variation; t1 and t2 are the limits
of the time interval; L is the unstretched length of tether; and
dt is the differential of time.

Q is the kinetic energy density [24]:

Q �
m

2
( _U)

T _U. (2)

V is the elastic strain energy density [24]:

V � Vi +
EA
2
ε2 + T0 · ε. (3)

ε is the Lagrangian strain [24]:

ε � Z′Z′( 
T
U′ +

1
2

U′( 
T
U′. (4)

δW is the virtual work density associated with the
gravity, dynamic loading, and damping force [24]:

δW � δUT
cfVS cos θ − c _U + FD , (5)

where E, A, and m denote the modulus of elasticity, the
cross-sectional area, and the mass per unit length of
unstretched tether, respectively;Vi is the elastic strain energy
density held in the initial (static) configuration; T0 is the
tether tension in the static configuration; cf is the buoyant
unit weight of tether; VS is the volume per unit length of
unstretched tether; θ is the tether inclination with respect to
the horizontal level; c is the viscous damping coefficient of
tether, c � Diag cx cy ; and FD is the acting force applied
by water per unit length when the tether vibrates.

We assume that the tether to be considered here has
small sag, i.e., the ratio of static displacement in the middle
of the tether f to the unstretched length of tether L ranging
from nearly zero to about 1/8. +e static equilibrium po-
sition of the tether can be approximated by the quadratic
parabola:
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Figure 1: Nonlinear free vibration model of tether.
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L
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By substituting equations (2)–(6) into equation (1),
omitting balance items under static loads, higher order small
amount, and small amount of z-direction motion, the fol-
lowing nonlinear partial differential equation is obtained.
Since the bending stiffness of the tether is very small, it is
ignored. Meanwhile, considering that the initial tension
force of tether is far greater than its own gravity, the change
of tension along the length is ignored:
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(9)

in which H0 is the z-direction component of tension and
T0 ≈ H0; LE is the tether length in the static configuration;
and f is the static displacement in the middle of tether.

Equations (7) and (8) are in-plane vibration equation
and out-of-plane vibration equation of tether, respectively.
Due to these two equations being similar, here only equation
(7) is analyzed in detail.

According to Morison equation, when the tether vi-
brates, the total acting force induced by water per unit length
may be expressed as the sum of the damping force and the
additional inertial force [25]:

FD �
πD

2
t

4
ρwCm €u +

1
2
ρwDtCD _u| _u|, (10)

whereDt is the diameter of the tether; ρw is the water density
and ρw � 1028 kg/m; Cm is the additional mass coefficient
and Cm� 1; and CD is the drag force coefficient and CD� 0.7.

When the mode order calculated increases, numerical
calculation becomes more difficult due to the nonlinearity of
1/2ρwDtCD _u| _u| in equation (12). +erefore, here linearized
Morison equation is adopted [26]:
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in which σ _u is the variance of _u.
Finally, equation (7) may be written as
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where m is the sum of the tether mass and added mass per
unit unstretched length.

By separation of variables, vibration mode of tether may
be expressed as

u(z, t) � 

N

n�1
un(t)sin

nπz

L
. (13)

By means of the Galerkin method, the partial differential
equation is transformed into a set of ordinary ones

[M]€u +[C] _u +[K]u � 0, (14)

[M] � M1  + M2 ,

[C] � C1  + C2 ,

[K] � K1  + K2 ,

(15)

where [M1] and [M2] are mass matrix and added mass
matrix of tether, respectively; [C1] and [C2] are damping
matrix of tether and damping matrix provided by water,
respectively; and [K1] and [K2] are equivalent stiffness
matrix provided by initial tension and dynamic tension,
respectively.

2.2. Solution of Equation. Suppose that the solution of
equation (14) may be written as the following form:

uj � Aje
ηt

(j � 1, 2, . . . , n). (16)

Substituting equation (16) into equation (14) and
eliminating common factors, the following equation is
obtained:

η2[M] + η[C] +[K]  u{ } � 0, (17)

in which {u}� [u1, u2, . . ., un]T.
Introducing the following identity

[M] _u − [M] _u � 0, (18)

equations (18) and (14) make up a simultaneous equation
which is written as

A _q + Bq � 0, (19)

in which A �
[0] [M]

[M] [C]
 , B �

− [M] [0]

[0] [K]
 , and

q �
_u

u
 .

Let q � v{ }eηt and substituting q into equation (19), the
following equation is obtained:

(ηA + B) v{ } � 0. (20)

When det|η A+B|� 0, equation (20) has a nonzero
solution. Solving it by two-step QR algorithm, 2n conjugate
complex eigenvalues of the tether system may be obtained.
Real part and imaginary part of the ith pair complex ei-
genvalue correspond to modal damping ratio and frequency
of the ith order mode of system, respectively:
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Table 1: Basic parameters of tether.

Parameter Value
Length (m) 161.66
Diameter (m) 0.489
Mass per unit length (kg/m) 1474.23
Added mass per unit length (kg/m) 193.06
Density (kg/m3) 7850
Elastic modulus (Pa) 2.1× 1011

Initial disturbance (m) 0.01
Initial tension force (N) 2.572 × 107
Damping ratio 0.0018
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Figure 2: Relationship between in-plane modal damping ratios and inclination of tether.
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Figure 3: Relationship between out-of-plane modal damping ratios and inclination of tether.
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 . (21)

For solving of out-of-plane vibration equation (8), its
process is similar to that of equation (7) except [K2]� 0.
Based on the abovementioned theory, dynamic solving
program of nonlinear free vibration system is worked out by
MATLAB and numerical analysis is presented.

3. Numerical Analysis

For the convenience of discussion, the following dimen-
sionless parameter which reflects the sag and tensile
property of tether is introduced [27]:

λ2 �
cfVsL cos θ

H0
 

2

·
L

H0 · LE/(EA) 
. (22)

Basic parameters of tether are shown in Table 1.

3.1. Effect of Tether Inclination on Its Modal Damping Ratios.
When the tether inclination changes from 0 degrees to 90
degrees, its modal damping ratios of the first four modes
(both in-plane and out-of-plane) are obtained.

From Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that when tether
inclination increases, the damping ratio of first and third in-
plane mode increases, whereas the damping ratios of second
and fourth in-plane modes and first four out-of-plane modes
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Figure 4: Relationship between in-plane modal frequency and inclination of tether.
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Figure 5: Relationship between out-of-plane modal frequency and inclination of tether.
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keep constant.+at is to say, tether inclination merely affects
the damping ratio of odd order in-plane mode; tether in-
clination has no effect on the damping ratios of even order
in-plane modes and out-of-plane modes.

From Figures 4 and 5, it can be seen that when tether
inclination increases, the frequency of first and third in-
plane mode decreases, whereas the frequency of second and
fourth in-plane modes and first four out-of-plane modes
keep constant.+at is to say, tether inclination merely affects
the frequency of odd order in-plane mode; tether inclination
has no effect on the frequency of even order in-plane modes
and out-of-plane modes.

3.2. Effect of Tether Sag on Its Modal Damping Ratios.
Changing sag of tether by changing its inclination, effect of
tether sag on its modal damping ratios is shown in Figures 6
and 7. It is shown that when tether sag increases, the
damping ratio of first and third in-plane mode decreases,
whereas the damping ratios of second and fourth in-plane
modes and first four out-of-plane modes keep constant.+at
is to say, similar to tether inclination, tether sag merely
affects the damping ratio of odd order in-plane mode.

From Figures 8 and 9, it can be seen that when tether sag
increases, the frequency of first and third in-plane mode
increases, whereas the frequency of second and fourth in-
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Figure 6: Relationship between in-plane modal damping ratios and sag of tether.
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Figure 7: Relationship between out-of-plane modal damping ratios and sag of tether.
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plane modes and first four out-of-plane modes keep con-
stant.+at is to say, tether sag merely affects the frequency of
odd order in-plane mode; tether sag has no effect on the
frequency of even order in-plane modes and out-of-plane
modes.

+e change of inclination leads to the change of sag. +e
initial configuration of sag is symmetric. +us, the sag only
affects the damping ratio of the inner symmetric mode,
namely, that of the first and the third mode. +e sag has no
effect on the second and forth order modes which are an-
tisymmetric modes. +erefore, the sag is only existed in-
plane and has no effect on the out-of-plane mode.

3.3. Effect of Tether Tension on Its Modal Damping Ratios.
Effect of tether tension on its modal damping ratios of the
first mode (both in-plane and out-of-plane) are shown in

Figure 10. It can be seen that, due to the influence of tether
tension on its vibration period, when tether sag increases,
the damping ratios of first in-plane and out-of-plane modes
decrease.

Effect of tether tension on its modal frequency of the first
mode (both in-plane and out-of-plane) are shown in Fig-
ure 11. It can be seen that, due to the influence of tether
tension on its vibration period, when tether sag increases,
the frequency of first in-plane and out-of-plane modes
increases.

3.4. Effect of Tether Length on Its Modal Damping Ratios.
Effect of tether length on its damping ratios of the first mode
(both in-plane and out-of-plane) are shown in Figure 12. It is
shown that, when tether length increases, the damping ratios
of first in-plane and out-of-plane modes increase. However,
the curve of the first in-plane modal damping ratio is
nonlinear, whereas that of the first out-of-plane modal
damping ratio is linear.

Effect of tether length on its frequency of the first mode is
shown in Figure 13. It is shown that, when tether length
increases, the frequency of first in-plane and out-of-plane
modes decrease.

4. Conclusions

(1) +e change of inclination leads to the change of sag.
+e initial configuration of sag is symmetric. +us,
the sag only affects the damping ratio of the inner
symmetric mode, namely, that of the first and the
third mode. +e sag has no effect on the second and
forth order modes which are antisymmetric modes.
+erefore, the sag is only existed in-plane and has no
effect on the out-of-plane mode.

(2) +e first and the third in-plane modal damping
ratios of tether are in direct proportion to their
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inclination, whereas in inverse proportion to their
sag.

(3) +e first modal damping ratio of tether (both in-
plane and out-of-plane) is in direct proportion to its
length, whereas in inverse proportion to its initial
tension.
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